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MOTIVATION vs INSPIRATION
What’s the difference between motivation and inspiration?
Motivation carries with it a lot of pain. Inspiration is effortless.
Motivation is an external force that pushes, kicks and forces us to get things done.
External motivators include the looming deadline, the fierce boss and the pain of what will happen if
you don’t do it. Motivation always carries a big price. It’s like a drug that hooks you. The feeling never
lasts and you have to keep going back for more.
Inspiration is an inner drive that keeps you moving. It’s passion on fire. Inspiration stirs your soul. It
stimulates your thinking. When you’re inspired, you naturally do the things you need to do. You don’t
need something or someone else to get you moving. You do it because it’s what you want, not
because you were forced into it.
WHY TEACH ABROAD?
Are you an inspired teacher, interested in expanding the personal and professional sides of your
life? Teaching overseas in an international school is one of the best ways to gain professional
experience and advance your career while enjoying the benefits of seeing the world! Thousands of
candidates take their first position abroad thinking that it will be their last. Although this is true for
some, many teachers make international education a career choice, which opens up new horizons
filled with excitement, discovery and fulfillment.
YOUR RECRUITMENT PARTNER
Many people ask why they should use Dynamic Personnel to assist them in finding employment
abroad and this is what we would tell them:
Saving you time : It takes a lot of time to send out your CV to schools individually and often times
you will have to send them supporting documents each time. We do all of that on your behalf as well
as following up with schools whom we’ve sent your CV off to, if we can schedule an interview for

them.
The schools’ preference : Many of the private international schools we recruit for don’t do any
advertising themselves which means that you won’t be aware of such opportunities, unless we have
your candidature with us.
It’s truly free : Dynamic Personnel does not charge any candidate any recruitment fee for placement
in the Middle East.
If Dynamic Personnel’s forms have been sent to you, it means that you are deemed a suitable
candidate for possible placement at the private international schools in the Middle East and we are
able to assist you. Your profile will be prepared by one of our consultants as soon as the completed
forms are received. Once this has been done, our marketing team will send your profile off to
schools with relevant vacancies as per your preference indicated on the forms.
Looking forward to being of assistance to you.

